Background: A significant portion of the biomedical and chemical literature refers to small molecules. The accurate identification and annotation of compound name that are relevant to the topic of the given literature can establish links between scientific publications and various chemical and life science databases. Manual annotation is the preferred method for these works because well-trained indexers can understand the paper topics as well as recognize key terms. However, considering the hundreds of thousands of new papers published annually, an automatic annotation system with high precision and relevance can be a useful complement to manual annotation. Results: An automated chemical name annotation system, MeSH Automated Annotations (MAA), was developed to annotate small molecule names in scientific abstracts with tunable accuracy. This system aims to reproduce the MeSH term annotations on biomedical and chemical literature that would be created by indexers. When comparing automated free text matching to those indexed manually of 26 thousand MEDLINE abstracts, more than 40% of the annotations were false-positive (FP) cases. To reduce the FP rate, MAA incorporated several filters to remove "incorrect" annotations caused by nonspecific, partial, and low relevance chemical names. In part, relevance was measured by the position of the chemical name in the text. Tunable accuracy was obtained by adding or restricting the sections of the text scanned for chemical names. The best precision obtained was 96% with a 28% recall rate. The best performance of MAA, as measured with the F statistic was 66%, which favorably compares to other chemical name annotation systems.
Background
Significant portions of the biomedical literature refer to chemical structures. For example, metabolites and small signaling molecules are crucial to life and well-studied, while many natural and synthetic products are examined in the context of drug discovery. The accurate identification and annotation of chemical names that are topically relevant to literature is a critical first step to establish links between scientific publications and the databases containing information about the chemical structure the name represents (e.g., molecular structures, measured biological activities, and drug information). Currently, manual identification is the preferred method for these chemical annotations as well-trained indexers can semantically understand and rank paper topics as well as recognize key terms; however, when considering the hundreds of thousands of new scientific articles published annually, an automatic annotation algorithm with high precision and relevance is a useful adjunct to manual annotation.
Current studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] on the text mining of small molecule names focus on the named entity recognition (NER) of chemical descriptors, including systematic chemical names such as IUPAC names and common names. Dictionary and rules (DR) based methods and statistical machine learning (ML) methods are two major approaches in this area. In 1992, Chowdhury and Lynch [1, 2] developed a dictionary and rule based semiautomatic method to convert chemical texts into structure representation by morphological analysis and dictionary lookup. In 1999, Wilbur, et. al. [3] compared three NER methods (one rule and dictionary based method and two Naïve Bayes statistical methods) to recognize chemical terms in biological text, and concluded that an integrated method might perform best. Hettne and co-workers [4, 5] generated dictionaries identifying small molecules and drugs in text, and found that a dictionary generated from a reliable single source, ChemIDplus [14] performs as well as a dictionary from combined multiple sources. Wren [6] evaluated a first order Markov Model for its ability to distinguish chemical names from words. Klinger [7] implemented a new machine learning approach based on Conditional Random Fields (CRF) to detect IUPAC and IUPAC-like chemical names in the scientific literature and obtained good performance: an F measure of 85.6% on a MED-LINE [15] corpus. Corbett, Jessop and co-workers [8] [9] [10] [11] performed studies on chemical name mining on text and developed OSCAR4 [11] , an open source system to identify chemical names in scientific articles. Kolarik and her co-workers [12, 13] analyzed chemical terminology resources and generated an annotated text corpus for evaluation of dictionaries. Recently, Zhou and his co-workers [16] designed and implemented a chemistry text hybrid search engine to combine both chemistry text and structure searching in literature. Generally speaking, the ML based methods perform extremely well in recognition on IUPAC or IUPAC-like chemical names, but not as well on common names. On the other hand, the DR based methods can identify both IUPAC and trivial names, but it is not possible to identify names not in the dictionary. Nevertheless, both approaches concentrate on the identification of chemical names but focus less on ranking the annotations for relevance, which is a key goal of this study. For example, a chemical mentioned in a metabolic pathway paper may not be the molecule that can trigger the pathway, rather it might be an inactive chemical compound, related to the methodology, or a substrate mentioned in a longer protein name or gene name. Banville [17] addressed a similar problem: how do you find documents of relevance to a chemical instead of simply finding the chemical name present in a document?
Medical Subject Headings [18] (MeSH) annotation, which is performed by trained curators of the National Library of Medicine (NLM) to index and categorize articles in the MEDLINE databases, is a reliable source for users of MEDLINE and PubMed [19] to obtain relevant and accurate scientific term annotations. To aid human indexing of the MEDLINE database, NLM developed an automatic indexing system [20] [21] [22] , the Indexing Initiative system (IIS), to identify candidate MeSH concepts in papers being indexed, helping to speed the manual annotation of the biomedical literature.
In recent years as the volume of literature has grown, the accuracy and relevance of retrieved information have become key performance indicators of on-line chemical databases. A single query can retrieve many thousands of records, making it essential that the top ranked results are highly relevant to the user. Additionally, it is very useful to link records from one database to those in another. In the NCBI Entrez query system [23] , MeSH plays a vital role in both improving query performance and for making links between databases. For example, the MeSH vocabulary allows for synonym expansion in PubMed queries, precise querying of chemical names, and allows the linking of abstracts to the small molecule records in the PubChem [24] database; however, manual annotation of MeSH onto PubMed abstracts can have a time lag of a few months and other sources of scientific literature may not have MeSH annotation at all. In these situations, it may be useful to have an algorithm for automatic annotation of MeSH terms.
In this article, we present an implementation of an automated chemical name annotation system based on the MeSH controlled vocabulary called MeSH Automated Annotations (MAA). The primary aim of MAA is to reproduce the MeSH term annotations created by curators.
Methods

Corpus generation
The annotated text corpus is generated directly from MEDLINE, with PubMed identifier (PMID) ranging from 16200042 to 17342794. In order to increase the recall of automated annotation, we only select entries with both title and full abstract available, giving a total of 261,227 MEDLINE abstracts inside the corpus. Each paper in the corpus has been annotated by the NLM indexers. These human annotations of chemical names are used as the "gold standard" for comparison with the various versions of MAA described in this paper. We performed spot checking of randomly selected manual annotations and found they are reliable to be used as standards. However, the NLM indexers' aim is to annotate topic-related chemical entities, thus the selections depend on the indexers' understanding of the topic of a paper. It is nontrivial to tell if the unselected chemical entities are valid or not. Nevertheless, an automated annotation system should provide improvements on the possible errors of manual indexing. A randomly selected data set, which contains 26,123 abstracts, was selected to test our MAA program. The remaining abstracts were used as a training set to obtain statistics used to set thresholds for various filters used in the algorithm.
MeSH chemical dictionary generation
MeSH is a controlled vocabulary thesaurus from the NLM used to help index the biomedical literature. MeSH is organized in a hierarchical tree where each scientific concept is either a node or leaf of the tree. Scientific concepts include a MeSH heading (being the most common name used to refer to the concept), synonyms, and inflectional MeSH term variants. The parts of the MeSH tree associated with chemicals is composed of two parts, the 'Chemicals and Drugs' branch of the MeSH hierarchy and an independent set of supplementary concept records (denoted as MeSH substances). Each MeSH substance is mapped to at least one MeSH term. Chemical compounds of relatively recent biomedical interest are either appended to the MeSH tree or added to the MeSH substances. The MeSH chemical vocabularies are used as the basis of our dictionary. In the following text, we will use the phrase 'MeSH term' to refer to any MeSH heading, MeSH term, or MeSH substance under or mapped to the Chemicals and Drugs branch of MeSH.
Statistical terminology for evaluation of MAA
The objective of our MAA system is to find relevant MeSH terms in abstracts. As mentioned previously, in an abstract there may be many MeSH terms found in the text, but not all of these are related to the topic of the document. The human MeSH indexer annotates these relevant MeSH terms by reading and understanding the subject material. Thus, we compare our MAA system to the manual annotations of the MeSH indexers. In our approach, we intend to reproduce the MeSH indexers' annotation by extracting relevant terms and filtering out unimportant MeSH terms. Using this manual indexing as the standard, the terminologies used for evaluation of MAA are:
True positive (TP) match -A MeSH term found by both MAA and manual indexing.
True negative (TN) match -A MeSH term not found by either MAA or manual indexing.
False positive (FP) match -A MeSH term found by MAA but not by manual indexing.
False negative (FN) match -A MeSH term found by manual indexing but not by MAA.
Note that the false negatives include terms that are not in the title or abstract of the documents as the MeSH indexers have access to the complete document. These terms cannot be found by MAA as the algorithm does not have access to the complete document. In the following figures and discussions, the total FN matches were separated into two groups: the group "In Text, Not Found" refers to MeSH annotations where the MeSH terms are in the abstract but are not found by MAA and "Not in Text" to refer to instances where the MeSH term is not present in the text. In the latter case, terms are typically found in the body of the paper.
Precision and recall are calculated as following:
Chemical Tokens and Rules
A Chemical token is a string used to build chemical names. MeSH was selected as it is a comprehensive controlled vocabulary that has been applied extensively in biomedical literature indexing, including the indexing of most PubMed records, making it likely to contain a significant subset of biomedically interesting chemical names. However, the MAA algorithm is not limited to these sources -in particular, a more detailed controlled vocabulary may improve the results of the algorithm. After the tokens are generated, two English novels "Jane Eyre" and "Pride and Prejudice" are used to filter out common English words from the tokens. Numbers, numerical identifiers, single characters and special characters are removed. Overall, there are total 326,610 chemical tokens stored in our token dictionary. These chemical tokens, along with name decision rules, were used to check if a MeSH term embedded in text is a full name or a sub-string of another name. In MAA, a MeSH term and two tokens before and after the MeSH term are analyzed. If the combination of the MeSH term and the tokens fulfill one of the name decision rules, the MeSH term will be marked as a likely substring of a complete chemical name.
Results and Discussion
There are several steps in the MAA algorithm. The first step is free-text matching of the MeSH vocabulary to the MEDLINE abstracts. To measure the performance of this step and subsequent steps, we compare the results to manual annotations of these abstracts done by the MeSH indexers. In this comparison, we take into account that in some cases the indexer used a more general term (aka a "relative node") than the precise name of the chemical, such as "Benzodiazepines" instead of "Diazepam." Note that it is not possible for the algorithm to find all terms annotated by the indexers as the indexers have access to the complete paper and the algorithm does not. Subsequent steps in the algorithm attempt to reduce the number of false positives, which are the matches found by the algorithm but not indexers. The first step, the "MeSH Filter" eliminates MeSH records that do not have an associated chemical structure. The second step, "Tokens and Rules", discards partial matches to terms that follow chemical nomenclature rules or have additional chemical name tokens. The third step, "Protein and Gene Names", screens out protein and gene names as these names can contain the names of chemicals. Finally, the "TP filter" eliminates matches using MeSH terms that are also common English terms, such as "lead."
The comparison between the various steps in MAA and manual indexing is depicted in Figure 1 and will be discussed in detail below. From left to right, each group of bars indicates the matching results for different steps in the algorithm. Within each group there are 4 bars, starting from the left:
1. False positive (blue): MeSH terms found in an abstract by MAA but not found by manual indexing.
2. True positive (red): MeSH terms found in an abstract by MAA and also found by manual indexing.
3. In Text, Not found (green): MeSH terms present in the abstract and found by manual indexing but not found by MAA.
4. Not in text (purple): MeSH terms not present in the abstract but found by manual indexing. As mentioned earlier, some terms are found in the body of a paper and not in the abstract. Since the MAA algorithm does not have access to the body of the paper, it is unable to find these terms. The value shown in the figure is likely an upper bound as it is possible that the algorithm may not find a term due to various potential issues (e.g. punctuation, spelling, unknown synonyms, etc.).
Free-Text MeSH matching
As displayed on Figure 1 , the free-text MeSH string matching, if used to annotate small molecules directly, generates a significant number of false-positive cases compared to the MeSH indexers' annotations. More than 70% of the MeSH terms appearing in the text were not annotated by indexers (see Table 1 for values and Figure 2 for graphs of the precision, recall and F measure). By inspection, it appears that in most cases the MeSH term may either be a text fragment of another scientific concept (e.g., many protein names include aspects of a chemical name) or the MeSH term is Zhang
simply present but not relevant to the paper context (e. g., used in a descriptive or comparative sense, as a reagent in an experiment, etc.). Thus, in order to annotate a chemical term accurately, algorithmic filters need to be applied to the free-text matches. In some cases, the indexer missed annotating a valid chemical name. However, this category was not examined as it would have required another standard of truth, which was unavailable for the large set of abstracts considered in this study.
Using relative nodes in the comparison
In comparing results between the MAA and the manual indexers, tree-node expansion is applied to the results from the MAA system. The term "tree-node" comes from the hierarchical tree structure of the MeSH thesaurus. Examination of the MeSH annotations in MED-LINE finds that the indexers will sometimes select a higher level node in the MeSH tree than the nodes that correspond exactly to the chemicals mentioned in an abstract. For example, they may select a more generic term "Penicillins" instead of the "Penicillin G" and "Penicillin V" mentioned in a paper. This use of higher level ("super-concept") nodes also happens for MeSH substances as they are manually mapped to nodes in the MeSH tree. Therefore, for a given MeSH substance or MeSH term, we include its assigned MeSH tree node and/or super-concept node, respectively. This tree-node expansion significantly increases the number of matches between manual indexing and our MAA algorithm (Figure 1) , while also increasing the recall and precision due to the increase in the number of true positives (Table 1 and Figure 2 ). Some of the applied rules are listed below: [1] . If two words in front of a matched MeSH term are both chemical tokens, the MeSH term is treated as a FP annotation. This rule by itself yields a 0.25% increase in precision, a 0.34% decrease in recall and a 0.04% increase in F measure; [2] . If one word in front of a matched MeSH term is a chemical token, the MeSH term is treated as a FP annotation. This rule by itself yields a 1.3% increase in precision, a 1.6% decrease in recall and a 0.24% increase in F measure; [3] . If one word behind a matched MeSH term is a chemical token, the MeSH term is treated as a FP annotation. This rule by itself yields a 2.2% increase in precision, a 1.9% decrease in recall and a 0.68% increase in F measure. Note that the F measure is the harmonic average of precision and recall, which is why the change in F measure is not exactly the difference between the change in precision and recall.
Improving free-text
Using more than two tokens before and after the MeSH term did not yield any improvements. For example, if the algorithm checks 3 tokens before and after the matching MeSH term, the recall decreases 0.72% and precision decreases 0.87%.
In addition to these name decision rules, we also created several prefix and suffix rules to check whether a matched term is FP annotation. For example, if the token 'poly' is the prefix of a MeSH term, this MeSH term is treated as a FP annotation, yielding a 0.12% increase in precision, 0.03% decrease in recall and 0.07% increase in F measure; if 'ase' is the suffix of a MeSH term (except 'release' and 'base') the MeSH term is treated as a FP annotation, yielding a 1.2% increase in precision, 0.15% decrease in recall and 0.75% increase in F measure. These rules were primarily heuristic in nature and were developed by manual examination of the annotations.
It is possible to apply hundreds of rules to increase the precision of MAA. However the recall decreases as each rule applied. It is nontrivial to decide which rules should be used. In the MAA system, we select rules according to the computed F measure. If we obtained a relatively significant positive increment of F measure by applying a rule, the rule was kept. Table 2 The number of MeSH terms in the dictionary after each filter is applied. The following is an actual annotation of a PubMed abstract (PMID 16704345) to show how this filter works:
Numbers of MeSH Term
...Related enzymes are the ATP-dependent benzoylCoA reductase and the ATP-independent 4-hydroxybenzoyl-CoA reductase. Ketyl radical anions may also be generated by one-electron oxidation as shown by the flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD)-and [4Fe-4S]-containing 4-hydroxybutyryl-CoA dehydratase....
The bold words are mapped MeSH terms, and the words underlined are chemical tokens found before or after MeSH terms. For example, according to the rules, "flavin-adenine-dinucleotide" is the complete name and MeSH term "adenine" is just part of this name. Thus, the MeSH term "adenine" is regarded as a false-positive by our MAA program.
In Figure 1 , the fourth group of bars indicates the change after adding the "Token and Rules" filter. Compared to previous group of bars (MeSH Filter), the blue bar (false-positive annotation) dropped more than 5000 and red bar (true-positive) only lost 1300 annotations. Please see additional file 1 for a detailed description of chemical token generation and chemical name decision rules.
Protein and gene names: removing MeSH terms that are sub-strings of protein, gene and non-chemical MeSH terms
Chemical terms are a common part of protein names, such as "benzoyl-CoA reductase" and "4-hydroxybutyryl-CoA dehydratase" shown above. When these protein names are mentioned in text, it is likely that the topic of the paper is the protein instead of the prefix chemicals. To address this issue, we created a group of "negative vocabularies" to collect names that contain MeSH terms as sub-strings. In the MAA algorithm, if a term in the negative vocabularies is found in text, then its sub-string will not be annotated if this substring is a MeSH term. The protein and gene names are collected from MeSH and the NCBI Entrez Gene database. The performance of this method depends on the completeness of the negative vocabularies. It is not possible to construct a complete dictionary, as new names are generated every day. In Table 1 , we can see that this filter results in only a small increase of the F measure at best. This is because the "token and rules" filter and the "protein and gene" filter are not mutually exclusive: some rules in section 3.2 already remove many protein names. If "tokens and rule" and "protein and gene name" filters are applied independently on the same corpus, the former will yield 2.6% more precision and 0.5% more F measure. This result is possibly due to the fact that the "token and rule" filter attempts to be a superset of the "protein and gene name" filter. Nevertheless, the protein and gene name rule is still useful in removing false positive matches for certain protein names.
TP filter: removing MeSH terms with low TP ratios
Some MeSH terms, such as the dental sealant "Conclude" (also known as "Concise"), have a high false positive rate due to nonspecific matching. These terms are filtered out to improve match statistics. To do this, we pre-calculated the true positive ratios of each MeSH term using free-text string matching on the training set. A binary value (1 or 0) was assigned to each MeSH term to indicate if it exists or not in the MEDLINE abstract. If a term was mentioned multiple times in an abstract, it was still counted as 1. The ratio of TP annotation for a specific MeSH term was calculated by the number of times the term was applied during manual indexing divided by the count of abstracts with free text matches. This ratio is used to measure the propensity of a MeSH term to be correctly annotated in text. Some MeSH terms with their TP ratios are listed in Table 3 . Common chemicals such as 'water' and 'glucose' tend to have a less than 50% TP ratio. The term 'lead' has only 11% TP ratio, which indicates in only 11 out 100 papers, 'lead' is indexed as a chemical element. Additional term types with low TP ratios include homonyms of common English words, such as 'link' and 'monitor', or acronyms such as 'CI-2' that have only a few characters. Using the TP ratio, one may set up a tunable threshold to eliminate non-specific MeSH terms in automatic annotation.
Once a threshold ratio is selected, MeSH terms with a ratio lower than the threshold will not be annotated on the testing data set. Selecting a reasonable threshold will remove false-positive annotations and increase the precision of MAA while not significantly reducing the recall. Figure 1 , this difference is shown by the blue bar when going from 'Proteins and Genes name' to 'TP ratio 0.0025'), while 2466 TP annotations are lost (In Figure 1 , this difference is shown by the red bar when going from 'Proteins and Genes name' to 'TP ratio 0.025'). In our study, the thresholds are adjusted from 0.025 to 0.4 to show the trade off in recall as precision increases. Thresholds larger than 0.5 were not evaluated, since the MAA will lose more TP annotations than FP annotations. The best threshold ratio by F measure is between 0.1 and 0.2 (see Figure 2 ). This TP ratio filter provides a degree of tunable accuracy for the MAA system.
Term position in the text
The title is often a summary of a paper. In the abstract, the author often mentions objectives in the first sentence (FT) and conclusions in the last sentence (LT).
The appearance of a chemical name in these parts of an abstract is likely to indicate a high degree of relevance. We performed MAA on the title, FT and LT of the abstracts and then again just on the title of the abstract to see if we could obtain higher precision. The results are presented in Figure 3 and Table 1 . In the title-only annotation, MAA could provide the 96% precision if the TP filter threshold is set to 0.4. At this filter level, there is greater than 27% recall on the corpus. Eliminating the TP filter for title-only annotation yields 91% precision with 33% recall. This may be because all words in the title are relatively important, reducing the necessity of the TP filter to remove non-specific MeSH terms. For an information retrieval task that requires a high degree of specificity, MAA on the title-only is a reasonable selection. Including the FT and LT in MAA yields less precision than title alone MAA, but with better precision than MAA on the entire abstract.
Comparison with other studies
In Table 4 , the performance of MAA is compared to similar studies that matched MeSH to text. The top two rows in Table 4 list results from Hettne [4] and Kolarik [13] . paper. Once the TP filter threshold was set to 0.4, the performance we obtained is quite similar to those of Hettne's work, in which he used a "term disambiguation" pipeline to filter out some MeSH terms. MAA has a precision range from of 0.44~0.79 with different filters, which is better than Kolarik's precision range of 0.34~0.44 (for MeSH C and MeSH S, respectively). However, the MAA gives a higher recall range (0.23~0.37) than Hettne's (0.22~0.07) or Kolarik's (0.27~0.10). The best F measure which MAA generated is 0.43, which is better than the F-measure taken from either work (maximum of 0.34). Overall, the MAA results are closer to Kolarik's results if no filters applied and Hettne's results if TP threshold set to 0.4. However, as shown in Section 3.4, the higher TP threshold doesn't necessarily produce the better performance as ranked by F measure. When examining our 26123 abstracts testing set, the best performance of MAA was obtained when TP threshold was set to 0.15 and, when examining Kolaik's corpus, it was without applying the TP filter. This is consistent with results on our test corpus; while the TP filter significantly increases precision, it does so at the cost of recall.
The bottom rows of Table 4 show results from our MAA system and the Medical Text Indexer (MTI), which was developed for NLM's Indexing Initiative system (IIS) and whose goal was to provide suggested annotations to MeSH indexers. The results of MTI are not restricted to chemical names, so we cannot directly compare the results of MTI to MAA, but we include the results for reference. When MTI lists up to 25 recommendations for each article from a 273 articles corpus, it provided a recall of 0.55 and a precision of 0.29.
Conclusion and Future Application
In this article, we present the design and implementation of an automated chemical name annotation system (MAA). This annotation system uses the MeSH controlled vocabulary applied to biomedical abstracts from MEDLINE. To avoid false positive annotations, we implemented filters to allow for tunable accuracy. The maximum precision obtained was 96% with 28% recall when performing MAA on titles of the abstracts. The best performance of MAA as measured with the F statistic was 66%, which required applying all filters (including the FP filter with a threshold of 0.15). The MAA system compared favorably to other chemical name retrieval studies. The current work is tested against MEDLINE, but the algorithm is not specific to this corpus and it is possible that the algorithm can be applied to papers from chemical physics, material, polymer and environmental science, as well as patents, bioassay descriptions and other textual data. Accurate MeSH annotation and text mining can help researchers not only to identify important chemical names in abstracts, but also match unindexed and unstructured texts to chemical records.
Additional material
Additional file 1: Details of token generation and rules. Detailed description of chemical token generation and chemical name decision rules. Table 4 The comparison of precision (P), recall (R), and F measure (F) of this work (MAA) with those of other studies. 
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